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SOME REFLECTIONS
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Associate Professor of Education;
Coordinator of Counseling Services

Administration
Refuses Aid to
"Provocateur"

On Thursday, March 9, the col
lege administration refused a re
quest for $300 to help finance the
"I hate it here! I can't seem to study. But what else is there?" Provocateur's transition to offset
printing for the remainder of the
"My French professor says I ought to see you."
semester. The request had been
"I hear you've got some tests that will tell a person what he submitted in late February through
lould do."
the Office of Dean of Students on
the advice of the Vice President,
"I keep thinking about death. What does it mean?"
Fr. Ernest L. Fortin, A.A.
"I keep hearing about the value of a college education. But educaon for what?"
Actual consideration of the re
quest for the subsidy was preceded,
"Probation! Where do I go from here?"
on Tuesday, by an additional re
quest by the editor-in-chief, Ed
These represent but a small sarn
ward Pepka, to be present on
Thursday to explain the Provoca
ie of the kinds of issues and
teur's position. He was told that
lestions brought to the counseling
this was not possible but was
fice with increasing frequency,
promised, by the Vice President, a
hey run the gamut from apparwritten statement concerning the
ltly innocuous inquiries about
administration's decision.
iychological tests to matters of an
Barry Bercier, editor of the
tensely personal nature. Such
The text of that statement is as
atements are uttered by the high Heights and a senior philosophy
:ademic achiever as well as the major, has been awarded an follows:
w and average achiever. (I men- NDEA Title IV fellowship from
cm this only because of an erroDear Mr. Pepka,
Notre Dame University for gradu
;ous belief which persists that
We regret to inform you that
;rsonal difficulties, indecision, ca- ate study in philosophy. The grant,
your
request for a subsidy to help
;er confusion, doubts, and behav- based on academic achievement and
r problems beset only the average faculty recommendations, is worth finance the Provocateur cannot be
granted at this time. This item, as
• low achiever.)
$6,600 plus tuition over a three- you know, was not included in this
Now, in some of these state- year period.
year's budget and the funds avail
ents, the student is communicatable for such emergencies have
g obvious concern about academic
Bercier, a native of Fort Lauder either been used to cover additional
lilure and subsequent dismissal. dale, Florida, attended St. Thomas expenses or allocated for other pur
'hat is not as evident, however,
poses.
Aquinas High School there, and
the real meaning of such threatAssumption
"just
by
ied failure to him and the extent chose
We wish you continued success
which it influences either the chance." In his four years here in your endeavors to improve the
ivelopment of or reinforcement of Barry has developed some very in appearance and quality of the
storted awareness which serve teresting attitudes toward school. Provocateur and sincerely hope
lly to frustrate further the de- Though he has made the Dean's that this negative answer will not
re and capacity to work, let alone
List for the past seven semesters, jeopardize your plans for the im
ork effectively. Every experienced
he "just found it inconvenient to mediate future of that publication.
acher can recall countless inthink about grades" after his fresh
ances of students becoming de
Very sincerely,
man year. The senior's future
risive and subject to behavioral
fficulties when threatened. In adErnest L. Fortin
tion, to some, the fear of failure
Vice President
ireatens not only his standing as
i accepted member of the school
3 ATTEND URBAN
i good standing, but also his sense
adequacy as a person. In fact
AFFAIRS CONFERENCE
e might say that this fear is opative with varying degrees of inThe dull diet of textbook-andnsity in each of the above mentalk was given a new verve for two
oned statements or questions. We
Assumption students on the March
nd to overlook this fact because
3-5
weekend when they attended
ir emphasis on measurement, testthe "5th Annual Conference on
g, grades, and diagnoses causes
5 sometimes to perceive the stuUrban Affairs" at Long Island
:nt as object and not as subject,
University. Professor of Sociology,
s such, his worth is determined
Joseph Green, Ph.D. also attended
ilely by references to established
to put Sunday's summary speech
andards or norms extrinsic to
by L. I. U. professor of of An
m, as though he has come to us
thropology Dr. Leon Sinder on
ithout any tap-roots, without any
ternal frame of reference.
tape. Junior Tim Savage and sec
ond-year man Dave Gorra, both
Counseling is offered as one spePolitical Science majors, attended
alized instrument to try to help
udents cope more effectively with
several of the ten panel-seminars
elings and attitudes which tend
Barry Bercier
which offered subjects ranging
block him from meeting the
from "Inter-governmental Rela
•essures and demands of college plans include doctoral studies at
:e. The student beset by feelings the moment, but he has "some res tions in relation to Megalopolis"
inadequacy, by indecision re ervations" and is keeping the and "The Welfare Agency: The
acting career choices, by difficul- Peace Corps in mind as a possi War on Poverty." Each panel,
es at home, or by a lack of self- bility. "I have a horror of the aca complete with moderator, consisted
mfidence (high test scores not- demic machine. I don't want to be of four prominent men in a given
ithstanding) experiences real dif- just one more teacher. I want to field who each delivered a brief
initial paper on the subject, al
:ulty in applying himself to his educate, not merely teach."
lowing for a discussion period aft
ork.
erwards. Figures from all over the
Commenting on his newly-won
country and from Europe who are
HAT IS COUNSELING?
fellowship, Bercier said, "In the
respected in academic circles par
It has become increasingly clear class prophecy at St. Thomas ticipated, notably Dr. Jean GottAquinas,
they
said
I'd
become
a
at many misperceptions are held
man, educator at the Ecole de
r students and adults alike about professional student. Here's my Hautes Etudes, University of
unseling, particularly with ref- chance." Since the grant will leave Paris, author of Megalopolis, a
ence to its goals, influenced in Barry virtually independent finan famous sociological work. The As
irt by prior personal experiences cially and his summers free, he sumption students, who stayed at
plans to travel and hopes to "go
(Continued p. 4, col. 1) back to Europe someday."
(Continued p. 3, col. 2)

NDEA Grant
To Bercier
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STUDENT DAY
BIG SUCCESS
By Michael Garrettson

Recognizing the existence and perhaps the necessity of
a student body, the college administration and the Crown and
Shield campus honor society organized Wednesday as a "Stu
dent Day." The day-long program was staged as a celebration
of the Tenth Anniversary of the move to the Salisbury Street
campus. Student day was one of several activities which have
marked the Tenth Anniversary of the move. It was, however,
the first such college activity which directly included the
student body. I do hope that student participation in Student
Day was not an afterthought.

FR. VINCENT A. DOLBEC, A.A. (left), guest speaker for Stu
dent Day, and Fr. Alexis A. Babineau, A.A., emase at the Pleasant
Valley banquet.
The day's activities started with
a concelebrated Mass at 10:30. At
one point there was expressed a
fear that more priests than stu
dents would attend the Mass but
this proved to be false. The Mass,
which might be considered the fo
cal point of the one true faith,
was attended by a healthy 8% of
the student body. In retrospect
this fact made an interesting tes
tament to Fr. Dolbec's evening ad
dress which mentioned apostasy
on Catholic college campuses. At
the close of Mass the heavens spit
forth an unscheduled snowstorm.
No one is sure who ordered the
snowstorm for the celebration since
it was not listed on Fr. Ronald's
activities calendar.

1026

out that the student Uo'dy and fac
ulty must be made more hetero
geneous in background if four
years at Assumption is to be a true
educational experience.

Dr. True suggested that a second
work-study campus be set up in
Atlanta, St. Louis, or some other
place where the New England,
white, middleclass, Catholic experi
ences of Assumption students
might be broadened. While many
stressed the future, Dr. Farragher
noted that a clear and comprehen
sive evaluation of where we stand
now was also needed. The entire
discussion was geared towards
greatness, but many students and
faculty showed a genuine fear of
being something other than medio
In the afternoon an honest and cre.
important contribution was made
One other sincere criticism must
to the college by the discussion of
the question "Assumption College— be added. Such discussions are few
A Great College?" The faculty and far between and it is absolute
members on the panel were: Fr. ly necessary that they be as frank
Babineau, Dr. Doyle, Dr. Meier, as possible. In almost every in
Mr. O'Shea, Dr. Remick, and Dr. stance the public views of the pan
True. Each member made an open elists were a great deal more apol
ing comment and the remainder of ogetic than their private opinions.
the afternoon was given to a ques In a genuine fact-finding session,
tion and answer period. Many of discretion can be as much a vice as
the suggestions offered were excit a virtue.

ing and showed great creativity.
Several professors desired to make
the college co-educational; curricu
lum changes were suggested. Dr.
True suggested that core courses
be abolished; or if such courses
must remain, students be permit
ted to choose any course within a
core area. The need for independent
study programs was stressed. Mr.
O'Shea mentioned that textbook
learning should be supplemented by
actual experience while the stu
dent is in college. He also pointed

The remaining afternoon func
tions had to be cancelled. The mo
vies could not be obtained from
Boston, and the St. Thomas Sym
posium was postponed due to the
lack of sufficient time.
In the evening the faculty and
students were feated to a "dry"
meal at Pleasant Valley Country
Club. Fr. Vincent Dolbec gave the
after-dinner speech. Father Dolbec
(Continued p. 3, col. 1>
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The refusal of the administra
tion to subsidize Provocateur at
this time is most disappointing. It
has been five years since Assump
tion has had a newspaper worth
publishing and mailing to other
schools. We think that now the
Provocateur is worth it; but the
administration evidently does not.
The administration's position is
not very encouraging, although it
does not preclude the Provocateur's
being added to next year's budget.
But despite their hope that the de
nial of the request will not jeop
ardize our immediate plans, the
fact is that it does. We have ap
proximately enough money to pay
for this issue only. And we have no
intention of relapsing into mimeo
graph — a step which in no way
would improve the appearance and
quality of the paper. Mimeograph
ing is a long, tedious, unrewarding
process which contains so many
pitfalls that a perfect and appeal
ing fifteen-page
issue is nothing
short of impossible. We fail to see
the logic which justifies the expen
diture of $1000 for a banquet at
Pleasant Valley but forbids a grant
of $300 to the school newspaper.
We are well aware that there
are other sources for financial aid.
Advertising helps — but not near
ly as much as anyone might think.
Subscription fees have been sug
gested. (But who would take a
subscription in exchange for a very
— at present — doubtful promise
of prompt and continued delivery?)
The SGA seems to be more favor
able towards the Provocateur now
than a few months ago; but to ex
pect the SGA to foot the whole
bill is to assume that the students
alone have a stake in the future of
this paper.
The students, gentlemen, have
much to profit from the continu
ance of the Provocateur. A good
newspaper can be a valuable source
of ideas and information during
their four years here. But it is far
more your responsibility, especially
at such a critical stage in the pa
per's growth, to help improve the
Provocateur: if nothing else, a good
school newspaper is an admirable
publicity measure. But the Provo
cateur has a much more funda
mental purpose, of which more pro
fessors seem to be aware than stu
dents or administrators. The Pro
vocateur is the documentary pre
sentation of what the academic
community at Assumption is now,
in what we are doing and thinking.
And certainly, gentlemen, Assump
tion is not that sort of community
which deserves only to have its life
mimeographed . . . OR IS IT?
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A Decent Proposal
I have a very serious proposal
I would like to put before you
which, if given a- chance, might
affect your whole life. For that
reason I would like you to pay
close attention to what I am say
ing beyond the somewhat hideous
humor I have interjected out of
concern for the easily-bored, eas
ily-pleased persons still with us.
For those who are aware, my mes
sage can be read swiftly.
During our recent aggiornamento on campus (a better name might
be our anti-sin campaign), we
seem to have forgotten to liberal
ize one element of the power struc
ture, namely, the Library. (Per
haps it was overlooked because it
has not been used of late. But this
would be excusable since today
Christians and students alike have
every right to forget what has not
recently been used.) In any case,
within this one great structure
there remains, hidden under fancy
displays of dust or abuse, as if
guardian of some long-forgotten
treasure, the old regime.
The Library is one of the last
bastions of sickly conservatism on
our otherwise contented campus.
It is still arranged by the absolute
sign of reaction and decay, name
ly, rules. Despite its numerous
shortcomings (worthy of a less se
rious essay) the Library insists up
on upholding a tradition of order.
It has not yet been freed for dis
order and confusion. This essay is
a call to examine the wretched
state of order in which it exists.
Let me clarify my aim. I am not
referring here to the system of
classification used by the Library.
To be sure, the Library has open
ly displayed enough confusion in
ths area to be easily identified as
modern. Besides, even with the ex
isting system, if we are earnest
enough in our search for some
time, certain it is we will find it.
No, in the area of systems let it
be. At any event, it is trying to
be modern, and that has always
excused libraries (and even some
men) their confusion. Rather, my
chief complaint is against the whole
attitude of the Library. It tries to
put things in order — with rules,
no less. It is this desire for order
we must attack.
This attitude manifests itself in
several ways. For one, I refer you
to its simple rule, passed in the
name of the common good, which
requires that a borrowed book be
returned within a certain period of
time. An impingement of this va
riety, for such a vague reason, be
longs to some ancient culture per
haps but certainly not here in mod
ernity.
I propose, then, in order to order
the Library in step with the times,
that all Library restrictions be re
moved for the more liberal use of
books. (They could then be used
for book ends, decorations, or a
low-grade toilet paper, etc.). The
absence of this rule would have one
major advantage: that is, students
would become more responsible
citizens because they would return
the books when they wanted. They
would no longer have to be remind
ed of their duties by the horribly
impersonal notices sent by the li
brarian because there would no
longer be a duty to return books.
Instead, they could return them as
they wished and use them as they
whimmed wthout fear of punish
ment if they were a month or so
tardy (and without fear of the
psychological effects of receiving
one's proper due). If this proposal
is adopted, the studentry shall be
come truly free men. In short, in
dividuals would no longer need an
authority to remind them of the
needs and the rights of others;
rather, they could determine their

needs for them, according to their
own wishes.
What makes this particular
proposition most enticing and the
chief reason I am sure it will draw
popular support is that it advances
the modern eternal principle which
states that individuals can deter
mine the limits and ends of all
things. Once everyone recognizes
this eternal principle behind my
confusing facade, they will have
no other recourse than to align
their feelings with those expressed
and march en masse to the Library
to demand their individual rights.
There they will crush the old re
gime which has dared, in this small
matter, to maintain that someone
other than themselves must set
limits on borrowed things for the
sake of the thing itself (in this
case, books) and for the common
good. Then they will carry bits
and pieces back to their individual
rooms to adorn their shelves and
dressers, leaving the Library of the
old regime in shambles.
Following the principle to its
logical end, they will finally turn
on all those who say that our lives,
as well as books, are in some way
loaned to us, that we somehow live
on borrowed time. I refer to those
reactionaries who believe each life
has value both in itself and for the
common good. Like the Library,
they believe that order has a place
in life; and they see a value to
limits to help the individual and
the common good. I do not wish to
overburden the analogy; but like
the Library, these members of the
old regime have not changed, pro
gressed or become modern and in
fact have stubbornly held onto their
beliefs in a changing world. It is as
if they had a glimpse of some
eternal truth, which cannot possi
bly exist because only modern
eternal truths exist. Do they not
as well deserve the fate of the Li
brary? They too, will be asked to
leave, or crushed. I exhort you as
serious students to take the proper
action.
In conclusion, I hope my remarks
have been inoffensive and that I
have not lost any friends along the
tedious course of my essay. I would
wish only that you take by propo
sition to heart and my serious prin
ciple to head.
Kevin J. Earls, '67

A Rash Judgement:
An Answer
There appeared in the last issue
of the Provocateur an article which
called into question the "honesty
and integrity" of the Justinian
Pre-Legal Society. In answering
those allegations, it will be my in
tention to show the article almost
void of factual information and
perhaps seeking some other goal
rather than the truth.
First may I state that it is true
the pamphlet is a reproduction of
a pamphlet published by Manhat
tan College. But may I also state
that the reason this was not made
clear in the notice, which foreran
the pamphlet, was because of an
error due entirely on the part of
the president of the society, Wil
fred Varieur. It was not the so
ciety's or Mr. Varieur's intention
to mislead the student body. And
Mr. Varieur would like to express
his sincere regret for the mistake
of not including the fact that the
society had not written the pamph
let.
Now that the truth has been
made known, we may look at the
false accusations made in the ini
tial article.
It seems a bit strange that the
author of that article should claim
so much knowledge when the au
thor is not a member of the law
society; has never attended a meet

ing of the society; and most im
portant, never interviewed th
president or vice-president, thos
who knew the truth.
As to the true facts: There i
no question of copyright; Manhat
tan had none, and the club did loo]
into this matter. The society mad
no attempt at secrecy of the fac
that we were using Manhattan'
pamphlet; the administration wa
even aware of this and saw noth
ing wrong with it. In fact the;
subsidized 50% of the cost o
printing. In the votes taken con
cerning the pamphlet, there was n
dissension in the members of th
club. So the members did sanctioi
the matters of the pamphlet. Wit!
these facts in mind the argument
used in the accusing article seen
to lose all weight.
It should be clear that the mis
take that was made was an over
sight by Mr. Varieur of which h
is very sorry, and that the Jus
tinian Pre-Legal Society had no in
tentions of deceiving the studen
body.
Wilfred Varieur, '61

Blow-Up Unsewn

If the script of Blow-Up ha<
been written as badly as Mart;
Walsh's review of it, that filn
would have been, in my opinion, ;
complete failure-—taking for grant
ed, of course, that it wasn't oni
already. The article, regardless o
its disdainful "in the know'
phraseology, is in fact a disaste
of a critique.
At the end of the first
para
graph of the review, we ari
knowingly informed that the filn
is "meaningful and exciting," bu
we are not given the least clue ai
to the author's conception of thi
"meaning"; nor are we told ii
what way it is exciting — intel
lectually or otherwise.
The author seems to be ver;
fond of metaphors. Usually a met
aphor, when used incorrectly, ii
one of three types — mixed, ob
scure, or illogical. In his article
however, Mr. Walsh miraculous];
manages to combine all three faulti
into one truly remarkable creation
". . . the fine thread of the life of i
photographer strongly binds then
(the "myriad and minor? sub
plots") together."
"Antonioni seems to do awa;
with nonessentials." It's a pit;
Marty didn't do the same. Instea<
of telling the reader what it is im
possible for him to relate in hi:
review, why not write something
pertinent? What difference does i
make to the review, what movi<
Sarah Miles was in last?
"The biggest question put fort!
by the film is can we believe oui
eyes?, for we are definitely per
suaded that what we see is noi
there, and what is not there is defi
nitely perceived." Aside from th(
question of voice shift in the pre
vious sentence, the "biggest ques
tion put forth" by the reader is
what does that pseudo-philosophi
cal sentence mean?
"Vanessa Redgrave . . . definite
ly leads the film dramatically" (al
though she only appeared foi
about fifteen minutes?). But \»hc
am I to criticize Assumption Col
lege's connoisseur of acting talent!
The kindest thing I can saj
about the article is that, aftei
reading it several times, I was still
unable to find even one spelling
error.
A. Labonte, '6£
Anyone interested in joining
the newly-formed Psychology
Club moderated by Dr. Isaac
can see Ronnie Biron in 307
Founders or Jeff McCarthy in
206 Desautels.
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HEIGHTS
HONORED

Sophomore Anderson was placed
on "disciplinary probation," which
The Assumption College year
means that he will be a "fence- book, the Heights, was honored
line" case for whom future infrac lately by the American Yearbook
tions will count heavily. It was Company as a book of special aes
suggested by the Student Affairs thetic promise. The company plans
Committee, the advisory board for to reproduce several hundred extra
the Dean of Men, that a letter of copies of the 1967 issue for use by
apology be sent to A.I.C. along sales representatives as sample
with monetary compensation. It copies of its work. The decision
was further suggested by Father was based on consideration of the
Meikeljohn that the S.G.A. handle portions of the Heights that have
this matter in order to actualize already been completed and sent in.
lomore Dick Anderson was
its function as voice of the As
According to editor Barry Beri by a Springfield policeman
sumption student body.
cier, "the trend in yearbooks is
trying to get into the game
back to black and white." The
forged ticket. He was hand\Qn Tuesday, March 14th, a spe 1967 Heights staff, inspired by the
r to A.I.C. authorities. A.I.C. cial session of the Student Govern
superb non-color yearbook of Johns
DORM COUNCIL Constitution Committee: from left, Rich Bleau,
ir O'Grady decided then to ment Association was called to de
Hopkins University and aided by
Cory Ireland, Denis Gallagher, Roger Tighe, Ron Milkowski.
ider Anderson, not to legal cide its role in the matter. The
the excellent photography of Sen
•ities, but to Assumption, for idea of an S.G.A. investigation of
ior Dick Blouin, have combined
line.
the matter was raised by President their skills in work on the unique
n after this incident two Jun- McManus; but this was thought to issue which is due to appear in late
- dayhops Carl Wilson and be too activist an approach to an May. Senior Bercier, a philosophy
The previously set deadline of erate and participate in realizing
t Mercier — turned them- extra-legal act committed by stu major, has already written the
March
13th for a dormitory coun the aims of the college, i.e. the lib
in to the Student Affairs dents that were inspired by a spir copy for the gangling litero-phocil constitution was unable to be eral Christian education of all the
ited
basketball
game.
It
was
de
littee for similar offenses.
tographic introductory essay of the met by the five sophomores on the men who enroll in it." He allowed,
;h only three persons were cided later that those who took same type that has appeared in
committee. Setting the new dead however, that it is "the responsi
lly implicated, it was sus- part in the incident would be asked the last two versions of the
line at March 22, constituent as bility of the administration and
I that many more took part to sign a list to apologize to the Heights. Michael Garretson, also
sembly president Denis Gallagher faculty to formulate various poli
student
body
through
the
S.G.A.
i forgoing of game tickets,
a senior, is planning the "activi reasoned that the delay was caused cies with regard to course and
i next meeting of the Student and, if they felt so inclined, to ties" section of the book, while
by the diasagreement among the regulations, but ideally this should
•s Committee was adjourned make monetary restitution.
classmate Steve Hiro is responsible five as to whether they should "at be done after consultation with the
der that student representafor the development of the sports tack the problem of the by-laws students." The Dean saw the con
Speaking from the floor, Bluff
Jack Pavoni and Steve Hayes
section. With the dedicated help or leave it entirely to the dorm stituent assembly as a body that
fine some others involved. prophet Bruce Fiske opened dis of photographer Blouin, junior
council to be elected." The stale should prepare "a fairly simple
! students that were found cussion on the letter to be sent to Fritz Koch has arranged the pic
mate was resolved when the com document stating the general aim
dad taken part in the "crime" A.I.C. by saying that who exactly torial sections for the faculty and
mittee decided to "suggest" a num and general means" whereby col
it
was
from
would
be
"of
no
con
nted to add their names to a
underclassmen. For the first time ber of by-laws, a step which neces lege regulations should be imple
il list only if nothing would sequence" as long as one is sent. the pictures of the underclassmen
sitated going to Dean of Students mented.
ir on their records and only Though at first it was felt that have been arranged in a fashion
Fr. Norman Meiklejohn to find out
severe disciplinary measures the names of all offenders should suggestive of the artistic and per
On a conservative note, Fr. Mei
exactly "where our powers lie."
appear
on
the
letter
to
A.I.C.,
it
1 be taken against them. Con
sonal senior photos, which lends The committee was finally oriented klejohn said, "Ratifying the con
ing that these signatures were was recommended that the S.G.A. itself well to the unique manner
stitution on condition that it guar
in a March 8th meeting with the
tional, the Committee did not draft and sign the letter since it of the book as a whole. Much of
antee greater freedom suggests
Student
Affairs
Council.
There
it
with them, nor were they re- was the student body as a whole, the vital layout work was done by
that the administration is obtain
was resolved that the questions of
d. Only three students were and not just several students, that another senior, Joe Crisafulli. As
ing acceptance of the dorm coun
"having
girls
in
the
rooms
and
,lly involved." No penalties of "lost face" because of the incident. sisting Barry were Teddy Paulauscil system at the price of granting
drinking in the rooms" were nonmsion or expulsion were meted A motion by junior representative kas and Art Lamoureux.
concessions." There is still hope
basic,
periferal
issues
to
be
decided
The two juniors who freely Chuck Murphy that the letter also
Describing the visual merits of or suggested, by the dorm council- for new reforms, however, in that
indered themselves are await- include apologies for the general the 1967 Heights, editor Bercier
Fr. Meiklejohn outlined the dorm
to-be.
the decision of the Dean of rowdiness of the Assumption fans said, "If there were color, it would
Council's duties in part by saying
at both games was rejected. A mo
In a bulletin to members of the that it would be ". . . implement
have been tawdry. The book will
tion was finally passed to send a
use the 'heavy layout' technique, constituent assembly, Fr. Meikle ing existing policies . . . ameliorat
letter and a $50 check to A.I.C. in
as opposed to the 'medium layout' john described the dorm council as ing or adapting or changing reg
Student Day
order to make some sort of formal
efforts of the past years. This way "a means for the students to coop- ulations."
e of restlessness in our gener- apology to the host college, A.I.C.
less white space and larger pic
i. He said that the discontent Denis Gallagher and Steve Hayes
tures will appear on each page to
> from a sincere desire to make were appointed to draft the letter.
insure maximum effect."
tutions relevant to our life and
le twentieth century. He indiConference
to say that he doesn't see "much
jy discussed what is often
d the "faith crisis" and noted the New Yorker Hotel, also attend hope for life in cities." He based
On Tuesday, April 4 in the Maiit can be especially acute on ed a Friday night banquet, and, this pessimistc viewpoint on "the
son Francaise, an exhibit will be
lolic campuses. It is to Fath- to round off the educational themes total lack of any kind of commun
presented of a collection of Wash
The Phoenix, the sometime liter
credit that he hit many of of the urban affairs seminars, par ity spirit" on the part of modern
Drawings done by Antonio Carnieman,
who,
in
order
to
live
well
in
ary publication, will appear this ro (1872-1930) to illusrate Dante's
e problems head-on. However, ticipated in a tour of Bedfordspeech was geared to confessed Stuyvesant, the worst slum area an urban milieu, must evolve psy May, according to editor Kenneth Inferno. Carniero is a Portuguese
chologically. Though he admitted
content Roman Catholics and of Harlem.
Smith. The contributions to date artist.
the existence of "localisms" within
apposed the total lack of any
"have
been coming in very slowly,
a
given
city,
the
doctor
claimed
An interview with Dr. Green
The opening of the exhibit will
Dntent on behalf of, say, 92%
though
some are very good." The begin at 4 p.m. on April 4 with a
that
modern
man
still
doesn't
care
touched
on
the
main
points
of
Dr.
he student body which opted
to attend the Mass which Leon Sinder's summary speech, about others elsewhere in the city. editor, a senior French major, is coffee hour in the foyer of the
which dealt indirectly with the He saw the need for a new kind of especially interested in "any kind Maison; at 5 p.m. Mrs. Carniero,
led Student Day.
he day as a whole was a great Conference's main theme — "The man who is "socially and psycho of prose and particularly critical daughther-in-law of the artist, will
for urban life,"
t in communicating ideas and Megalopolis and Beyond." Some logically fitted
prose," since poetry is the favorite explain the nature and history of
ding a sense of community. I what disgruntled with the Confer which he termed "homomegalopothe collection in the Maison thea
entry.
sure that the next Student ence's proceedings because it ig lensis."
ter.
' in 1977 will be equally suc- nored the "human issues" and cap
Commenting on Dr. Sinder's
Aided by sophomore bard Steve
This collection is on loan to the
italized on the technical problems talk, Assumption professor Green
ful.
White, editor Smith is considering Committee for the Arts from Mrs.
Mike Garrettson '67 of urban life, Dr. Sinder went on allowed, "I'm not so much a pessi
unique approaches to the format of Catherine Hickel Carniero, a na
mist as he. I think we'll continue
the
proposed publication. "I'm tive of Worcester now living in
to learn by our suffering and mis
takes and work out our problems. thinking of doing it without illus Portugal.
A certain amount of misery and trations and very probably in book
This is the first exhibit of the
strife is always evident. I must ad let form on newsprint to give it a
collection in the United States. It
mit, though, that urban problems distinctive appearance."
has been exhibited in many places
seem to be getting worse, not bet
in Europe and was used in 1965
The
deadline
for
all
entries
has
ter, and they are aggravated by the
been set for shortly after Easter to open the centennial celebration
race question."
of Dante in Rome, Italy.
vacation.
Citing some pertinent statistics,
sophomore Dave Gorra felt that
the problem of the megalopolis was
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner — Late Evening
"a very important one and with
the population rise will be an issue
of growing importance." For Mr.
Gorra insights not only into so
ciology but also into the worth
of Assumption College were gained.
Though students from notable in
118 HIGHLAND STREET
stitutions as Smith, Wellesley,
Fordham, and Notre Dame attend
ed, Dave found that "I could han
Meal Tickets For Students
dle myself just as well or better
FACULTY PANEL: From left, Fr. Babineau, Dr. Doyle, Mr.
than anyone there."
3'Shea, Mr. Meier, Dr. Remick, Dr. True.
mption College lost more
basketball game Thursday,
9th. Fired by the brilliant
citing play of the night bei number of students falsile black and white tickets
ould allow them entrance to
. Mike's contest. This bit of
egal folly somewhat tainted
tool's reputation, besides cerisciplinary consequences for
those involved.

Dorm Constitution Delayed

"PHOENIX"

Dante Exhibit

TO RISE

April 4th

IN MAY

THE HIGHLANDER
RESTAURANT

March 21

For all practical purposes the av
erage Assumption student desires
some form of coeducation. 81% fa
vored females, 16.5% opposed co
education, and only 2.5% were un
decided on the issue.

ready found "successful" ways of
filtering out awareness which
might be upsetting to him; (2)
not us because we do not possess
an internal frame of reference
identical to the student's. Only the
most naive among us continue to
believe that when a student says
"tell me, I want to know," he in
evitably means it.
Experienced counselors, like ex
perienced teachers, are aware that
knowledge and understanding are
not the same; knowledge about a
person can be gained vicariously,
while understanding is usually at
tained only as a result of a direct
encounter, a personal confronta
tion. The counselor, through his
training in the use of "feedback,"
tries to bring the student to that
point where he is willing and able
to undergo the strain and risk at
tendant on such a personal en
counter.
It does not consist merely of pro
viding information, especially ca
reer, which may be a part of coun
seling, but is not itself counseling.
In instances, professors, librarians,
and other professionals can satisfy
this function as effectively, if not
more so, than the counselor. In ad
dition, the development and use of
computers in this regard is grad
ually rendering the human element
obsolete. Harvard University, with
the assistance of a $1.8 million
grant is in the process of develop
ing a "massive data collection and
classification system to assist stu
dents all the way from kindergar
ten through adult life in making
vocational choices and related edu
cational decisions."

BALES QUARTET
AT ASSUMPTION
Courtesy of

BOOK SALE

April 24th or 25th (the exact
date will be posted) will bring to
Assumption,Dorothy Bales and her
String Quartet. They will provide
an all-French program with selec
tions from Debussy, Ravel, and
Franck.
.Deer ana J azz evening1 is
slated for Thursday, April 6th.
The work of both the Social and
Fine Arts Committees combined,
the unique night will feature a
five-piece group from the Berklee
School of Music in Boston. Beer
and chips and soft drinks will be
available.

COOPER'S FLOWERS
133 HIGHLAND STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.
Tel. 755-4351

WHY I
DIDN'T
LIKE IT THE
HOMECOMING
By Tom Walsh
Teddy is a "Doctor, of Philoso
phy". After a number of years in
the states, he has returned to
England with Ruth, his wife of a
few years, for the purpose of vis
iting his family. Their welcome is
i rather bizzare one. Teddy is cen
sured for having been away so
many years, and poor Ruth is
greeted with an onslaught of four
letter words such as slut, whore,
and a number of epithets of simi
larly dubious distinction. She is at
first bewildered by this most eccen
tric menage, which consists of Sam,
a mousey but conceited chauffeur;
Max, her father-in-law, the over
bearing, vituperative head of the
family; and the latter's two yet
unmarried sons, Joey, a would-be
prize fighter, and Lenny, an incur
able misanthrope. Their meaning
less questions and obnoxious ad
vances leave her confused and re
pelled.
Nevertheless, she soon catches
on to the spirit of affairs, and by
the end of the play she is slyly
haggling over the terms on which
she will accept the position of fam
ily prostitute, which has been left
vacant ever since the boys' mother
died. At last they come to terms.
Ruth will devote her days to the
paying clients, her nights to her
employees, and in return for these
services will be granted all the lux
uries of life she desires. Teddy will
return to the States to take care
of the children.
Lenny and Joey next decide that
before papers are signed they
should have a go at Ruth in order
to assure that she will be worth
all their trouble and expense. Ruth
seconds the motion by throwing
herself into the arms of Lenny, and
an orgy of eroticism commences.
Meanwhile, Teddy looks on sedate
ly from the sidelines as his broth
ers each take their turns at mak
ing love to his wife, a model of
self-composure and detachment.
Granted, all this is very interest
ing nonsense; but the trouble with
The Homecoming (the Harold Pin
ter play in which all these spicy
goings-on occur) is that you have
to sit through a lot of terribly unin
teresting nonsense before you get
to the juice of the matter. Not that
The Homecoming is actually bor
ing — tedious and irritating would
be more accurately descriptive of
it. You keep waiting for something
of substance and value, but your
expectations are never fulfilled. In
stead, Pinter constantly indulges
in his distasteful habit of throwing
dung heaps into his audience's face
and then sneering, "How do you
like that?" Some were spellbound
by this procedure, but I refused to
swallow a turd of what he said.
Doubtless the whole affair is in
tended to mean something. It seems
to me that Pinter is trying to tell
us about the futility of human re
lationship in the modern world, but
no matter. The Homecoming can be
best summed up in one of Tallulah
Bankhead's most famous quips,
"There's less to this than meets
the eye." The one saving grace of
the play was its actors. Paul Rog
ers, Ian Holm, John Normington,
Terrence Rigby, Michael Craig, and
especially Vivien Merchant (who
is Pinter's spouse in real life),
gave the best ensemble perform
ance I have ever seen on the stage.
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ARTS

discovery, and Agnes optimistically
concludes (but not before Edna
and Harry are gone), "Now we
can begin a new day."

This ending is a comfortable
change from Albee's usual despair
• for once he gives his characters
a chance for happiness. His opti
mism raises a question, though:
has he renounced despair for a
hopeful outlook? In this sense A
Delicate Balance could mark the
By Michael J. Moran
beginning of a new stage in his
development as a dramatist, per
Edward Albee's A Delicate Bal haps his maturity as a dramatist.
ance was recently performed in
For the play has many strong
Boston's Colonial Theater. In a
sense this is the best of his plays: points which reflect a dramatic
maturity. Within the taut frame
whereas the earlier plays (The Zoo
work of the three classical units
Story, Who's Afraid of Virginia (time, place, and action), Albee
Woolf?, etc.) brutally clarify the molds a moving, often powerful
somewhat abnormal problems of drama out of the modern theme of
their characters, A Delicate Bal isolation. This, after all, is the ter
ance not only clarifies the more ror that pursued Edna and Harry,
the fear that separates Agnes and
fundamental problems of its ^char
Tobias. Nor is the play lacking in
acters but makes a positive at those bizarre touches that are a
tempt to resolve them. Not only do hallmark of Albee's art. Claire's
we see what triggers their prob boisterous sarcasm and Edna's ex
lems, but we see them grapple with aggerated meekness are in direct
contrast and are often hilariously
them and try to work them out.
funny. These farcial scenes, com
The characters are two aging, bined with the play's more serious
well-to-do couples — Agnes and To moments, make for a kind of unbias and their best friends Edna arranged realism that is both dra
and Harry — Claire, Agnes's al matically effective and true-to-life.

An Optimistic
Albec

coholic sister, and Julia, the 36year-old daughter of Agnes and To
bias. The action is set entirely in
the elegant salon of Agnes's and
Tobias's home and occurs during a
single weekend. On Friday night
Edna and Harry, pursued by some
nameless terror, come to stay for
a while with Agnes and Tobias.
Then on Saturday comes Julia,
fresh from her fourth unsuccessful
marriage. Conflict arises on Satur
day night when Edna and Harry
are occupying Julia's room and re
fuse to budge for her. Saturday
night and Sunday morning are
soul-searching times for everyone:
the. central issue of sexual frustra
tion is discussed in no .uncertain
terms. The finale sees everyone the
better for their experience of self-

Le Grand
Charles
By Martin J. Walsh
On Saturday, February 25th,
Charles Aznavour, the Number
One French singer of the moment,
gave a one man show at Carnegie
Hall. Those who don't appreciate
his art, especially those only ex
posed to his records, would have
to be converted to Aznavourism
after seeing him in person. It's not
proper to label one of his shows
as simply singing, since he does
much more than that.
In a program that spanned two
hours, at least fifteen songs, and
only one intermission, Le Grand
Charles, who is actually quite
small, had the audience leaping at
the musical bait with which he
tempted them. After ten years of
trying, and writing songs, some
of which were used by the legen
dary, if not immortal, Edith Piaf,
he had become the tops in his field,
and was now reaping the reward
of his long years of waiting. Af
ter opening with the lively, "Le
Temps," he varied his program
throwing in songs ranging from
humorous, e.g. "Isabelle," "Bon
Anniversaire," to the serious e.g.
"Les Comediens," "La Boheme."
When you hear Aznavour, it isn't
enough simply to listen; you have
to watch.
While singing "La Boheme,"
which recounts the return of a
painter who has made his name
and has now returned to Montmartre where he first
struggled
with his art, what else can he do

The one fault I find here, and it
may be a serious one, is the dia
logue. Some speeches (e.g. Tobias's
tearful revelation in Act III and
almost all of Clare's lines) are
truly eloquent, but most of the
dialogue is either too stilted or too
blunt to be genuinely convincing.
Agnes's final comment, for exam
ple, is the only really eloquent
thing she says in the entire play.

SOPHOMORE IDEA MAN Richard Kraham looks over the dated
manual with Chuck Akstin.
<S>
ing — Rosemary Murphy in the
role of Claire. She admits that she
had all the good lines in the play,
but I can't imagine anyone else
giving a better rendition of her
role. Her polished wit and con
trolled venom were exemplary.

SOPHS
REVITALIZE
MANUAL

The "balance" of the title osten
sibly refers to the family situation
of the characters. But I think the
family here is, in a broad sense,
the whole of American society. The
play seems to question the value
of social intercourse on many lev
els: What should be the husbandwife relationship? Who should "rule
the roost?" What should a man be
willing to do for his best friend?
These are questions that affect the
underlying fabric of American so
ciety. That Albee tries to answer
them in A Delicate Balance re
flects his deep integrity as a play
wright: he is never content to
dwell on trivialities; subtly or oth
erwise, he hits at issues that are
really basic to modern life.

Richard A. Kraham, a sopho
more foreign affairs major, recent
ly formed a committee to revise
and review a dated manual, "The
Program of Foreign Affairs,"
printed in 1960, to manifest his
belief that students "should take
a more responsible role in helping
to develop their school." The group,
made up of other second-year for
eign affairs majors, notable dayhop Chuck Akstin, recently ap
pealed for help from a faculty
member, preferably a member of
the English department, for styl
istic ideas. Though no response has
been received for this considera
tion, Dr. George Doyle has offered
his aid as an advisor and, accord
ing to Kraham, "response has been
good from all administrative de
partments "... I feel these offices
have cooperated with us so far be
cause we've approached this seri
ous endeavor in a responsible man-

Whatever was lacking in their
lines, however, was made up for in
the fine performances of the actors.
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
were not at their very best, I
thought, but even their second best
is very good. One member of the
After an exciting flood of addi
cast, though, was truly outstand- tions at its inception, the Student
The booklet itself will have to be
Art Collection is now growing at a
re-written entirely, though the bas
slower rate. Howard John Besnia,
but paint a picture? So, standing
ic format will be the same. An in
Assistant Professor of Design and
there at center stage, holding only
troduction will outline the need
Graphic Arts at Fitchburg State
a handkerchief, with which he
for a foreign affairs program. Fol
College and a graduate of Yale, re
wipes his brush and hands, he
lowing a brief but permanent his
cently donated an interesting lith
paints away as he sings. The re
tory of the college there will ap
ograph, De Profundis. Done en
sult is the finished portrait of a
pear a "Facts and Aims" section
tirely in black and white, the work
song blending the colors of the
that is of primary importance. Sec
illustrates hugely and somewhat
music with the master strokes of
tions of the general program of
humorously an "American Catholic
his simple, almost dance-like, cho
studies and on the past and present
Irish priest." Mrs. Manual Rollan
reography. In "Le Torreador,
programs such as the I.R.C., the
Alonso, wife of the assistant pro
which he wrote to honor the bulls
Blue Trade and College and the
fessor of Spanish at Assumption,
in the ring, since they always
World publications will precede the
graciously donated a woodcut by
seem to get the short end of the
faculty spotlights. Here teachers
the "most prominent contemporary
stick in the ring, he falls to the
closely associated with the for
artist in Spain," Cuadro. Untitled,
stage at the end of the song as if
eign affairs program, including
the work is a social commentary
fatally gored by a finally triumph
language professors, will be con
on an old woman.
ant bull. Perhaps his most expres
sidered. Interesting and clear pho
sive song is "Les Comediens" in
Select students on the Fine Arts tographs will be intelligently
which he begins by cajoling the au Committee, seniors Rick Ryscav- spaced throughout the manual.
dience into coming to see the trav age and Don Cutone among them,
eling actors who have arrived to were guests of H. J. Besnia at a
An ambitious sophomore inter
do a show, and ends up with his special "Lithographic Seminar" ested in public relations and school
back to the audience almost hypnot last Tuesday, March 14th. Along communications, Rich Kraham was
ically leading them on in an over with the Reverends Richard Rich featured in the February 10th is
powering motion of beckoning.
ards, A.A., and Aime Deschamps, sue of the Provocateur with his
Some of the more than five hun A.A., the students met with mem forum article "The College Stu
dred songs that he has written have bers of the Swain School of De dent: A Communications Medium."
been translated into English, and sign in New Bedford and students He believes the newly revamped
from the State College at Fitch publication will serve as "an admis
he sang a few of them that Satur
day night. Although they were burg for the purpose of "an intro sions medium" whose subordinate
duction to lithography and a cul purpose is getting funds for the
done in his inimitable style, I
tural
exchange among the three in school by making it a factual book
would have preferred them in
stitutions
of learning." The pro let that can be examined by po
French. The only real disappoint
gram,
which
took place at the tential benefactors — "friends and
ment in the evening was his ren
dition of "Yesterday When I Was Scarab Press, Skycrest, Sterling members of industry." Some textu
Young" which although very well Junction, began at 10:00 a.m. and al revisions have meen made al
sung, couldn't compare with the included a demonstration of the ready and area printers have been
process of lithography from stone- contacted "to get some rough esti
original song, "Hier Encore."
grinding to final printing.
mate on cost."
After his exhausting show, he
still had enough stamina to meet
with a huge line of fans. Although
he did refuse an interview, saying,
ECK BROS. SERVICE STATION
"Oh, je n'ai pas de temps!", he
closed, however, with a most cor
77 HIGHLAND STREET
753-9474
dial "Merci," upon being compli
mented on his fine performance.

A. C. Art

Steps Ahead
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SUMMER
AT A. C.
By C. B. Ireland
As of 1967 Assumption will have
the largest and most complete sum
mer studies program in Worcester.
Student enrollment will be a rec
ord 700 students from continental
areas as far west as Kansas, as far
south as Louisiana, and from four
foreign countries and Canada. Two
visiting French professors from
institutions in Paris, France, will
give the faculty even more interna
tional flair.
Maurice B. Plasse,
Docteur es Lettres, will also be
part of the faculty in the summer
program; unlike the others, he
plans to continue at Assumption
in the fall. A Chinese student,
whose father is doing research
work at the Worcester Biological
Foundation, will study in the sum
mer Psychology and Guidance Di
vision here before entering Har
vard Medical School next fall.
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3 Skaters
On All-Stars
Third place teams usually do
not receive much recognition. But
on Thursday, March 2, the coach
es of the Worcester College Hockey
League voted 3 skaters from thirdplace Assumption to the Worcester
College All-Stars. The three were
Peter Chaput, Sonny Goryl, and
Chas. Lanzetta. All three were
unanimous choices.
Peter had his finest year as he
finished second in league scoring.
Sonny, the hustlingest defenseman
in the league, finally made the big
time after 3 years of outstanding
defense. For Chas., this is his sec
ond all-star award, a well deserved
honor for a consistently excellent
goaltender.
Coach Bob Leonard was well
pleased with the choices and men
tioned that the Salisbury skaters
missed placing more of their num
ber on the All-stars by very slim
margins. He explained that this
year the voting was by secret bal
lot. Each coach listed twelve play
ers (two for each position). One of
the coaches, who had noted that he
had failed to list Chaput, held up
the tabulation until he had cor
rected the oversight.

Hounds
Brilliant
Vs. A.I.C.;
Trimmed By
St. Mike's,
77-63
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A. C. SPORTS
PUCKSTERS
TAKE 3RD
IN TOURNEY

The N.C.A.A. Tournament at
A.I.C. opened with a bang and
The Worcester College Hockey
closed with a puff of wind for the
League Heart Tourney was staged,
Greyhounds and their fanatic fol
rather unfortunately, on March 8th •
lowers.
Wednesday night the
and 9th in the Arena.
Hounds played a dream game
In the first round, Assumption
against Lost Yellow Jackets of
was
paired off with the Cross, the
A.I.C. It took the Laska-men three
overwhelming favorite. The Cross
overtimes or 55 minutes to edge
played consistently well and picked
Franck Stronczek and friends in
up two goals in both the first and
what turned out to be the begin
second
periods as the Greyhounds,
ning of the end. Senior John Drisplaying very cautiously, failed to
coll, plagued by a bad cold, played
one of the outstanding games in WOE TO ST. MIKE'S, an As mount an effective offense.
The 6-week summer session at
his four-year career, netting nine sumption two-pointer, as John
Assumption has gained in stature
THIRD PERIOD SURGE
teen clutch points before fouling Driscoll and Tom Russell co
both for the range and for the
out in the overtime. Driscoll was operate on a score.
At the beginning of the third
quality of courses offered and for
the anchor all the way, hitting
period, the Cross again scored a
the facilities available. Graduate
from the corner, from underneath, at half-time, the score alloted a paii. The skaters from Salisbury,
and undergraduate subjects are of
and grabbing rebounds like left twelve point difference. The sec by all accounts — except their
fered in art, education, the social
over theses! For his effort in just ond half was a continuation; Bob own — completely out of the run
sciences,
psychology,
English,
this game, I think Driscoll de Joyce, Ray Coleman, and Gleason ning, suddenly came to life behind
French, German, Russian, and
served an all-star berth. George added to the flogging, the wound a great effort led by Wojtowicz,
Spanish. Residence facilities are
Ridick collected the laurels and the was opened to 21 points, 72-51. Yet Chaput, and Zickell. Paul scored
available for both lay and religious
points in a well-deserved acclaim, the Hounds, in their last breath, two, with assists going to Pete
in a coeducational atmosphere. A
netting 22 points in the tenacious scored ten consecutive points from (on the first) and Sonny Goryl and
record 100 students will study in
effort. Moose Stronczek led the at lumbering Ridick and Driscoll but Tom. The Mighty Mite, shut out
the "institute programs" alone. The
tack of the Jackets — at half time to no avail; the final tally had the for the only time this year, assist
established institutes of Francohe had netted 22 points, he ended Purple Knights up with the crown ed on Dick Coughlin's goal at
American studies and economics
up the long night with 37 tallies, by a 77-63 tally.
10:25. Tommy Zickell cashed in
will be presented, together with the
it was evident that Stronczek gave
at 11:27, assisted by Larry Bail- ;
new Institute of Counseling and
his all in this encounter; the folThe question was not one of tal largeon.
Guidance, which is supported by
The Assumption College varsity lowng evening he netted a low 13.
ent — nor of conditioning. It was
a government NDEA educational Crew opens its season against AIC
Tom O'Connor finally settled the simply this: the triple overtime
The Cross, by this time, rather
grant.
on April 15th (see Sports Section issue with 2 free throws in the
coupled with nervous anxiety and concerned that their six-goal lead
for full schedule). The team her third overtime to give the fatigued
In a new program of French
expectancy of tournament play had dwindled to two, came back
alded its success by the spirit al Hounds a weary win of 79-77 mar
studies, Assumption will welcome
crippled the hounded Hounds with one more score to close the
ready displayed when a respectable gin.
30 new teacher-interns from 26 dif
Thursday night. That we have a period and win the game 7-4. The
$950 was raised in pre-season
ferent colleges over the country to
better squad than the disciplined Crusaders went on to pull out a
campaigns. But according to Bill
The overtaxing of the players Knights to me cannot be doubted. 4-3 victory over Nichols, March
work on an M.A.T. French degree,
McCue, a junior, "We don't antici was evident even before game time
aided by special fellowship funds.
However, this is not an excuse, the 9th, to clinch first place.
pate any more fund drives because Thursday.
Northeastern
ran season was one of tremendous suc
Teacher-interns, as opposed to
now we only want to concern our weary A.I.C. off the court in an
CONSOLATION VICTORY
practice teachers, are graduate stu
cess as a team effort all the way.
selves with doing a good job row 80-53 rout.
And no one can say anything about
dents. The highlight of the Fran
In the consolation game (March
ing this year, our first as a var
co-American Institute will come
Assumption except praise the fight
9th) the Greyhounds had no trouble
sity sport. But thanks are in or
The
Assumption
story
cannot
be
from June 30th to July 4th when
ing, driving spirit of such an in
defeating Worcester State 8-2.
der for those who helped us lessen told in statistics. The weary, rag
the Assumption College staff and
spired and successful squad.
our financial
problems and espe ged Hounds fought for the Knights'
Coach Bob Leonard emptied the
Institute participants fly to Mon
bench against the Lancers, in a
cially for the students who par blood every inch of the way, from
treal to view Expo '67 as guests of
ticipated in the 'hunger strike,' the psyched Mike's proud opening
game which Assumption controlled
the U.S. government. The only or
which netted $388."
completely. Paul Wojtowicz, high
moments,
Mike's
was
off
to
the
ganization sponsored by the gov
scorer for the night with two goals
The Crew has eleven veterans race, opening a too quick 10-1
ernment
for
Franco-American
and four assists, opened the scor
returning. Two seniors return, Lou lead over the frigid Hounds. Led
studies, the Assumption group is
Castiglione and John Molyneaux, by Pittsfield's MVP Dick Faulkening at 2:10 of the first period. Pe
looking to the future, when hope
ter Chaput, with three goals and
who both have three years of ex bush, the Purple Knights continued
fully teachers and administrators
2 assists, followed at 11:21. Zickell
perience. Four juniors — Bill Mc to punch out baskets till the lead
interested in bilingual studies in
closed out the period at 12:03.
Cue, Rick Dionne, Sam Slaiby, and was a scary 11 point spread at
the continental United States will
Paul Petrie — have two years of 30-19. The never-say-die Hounds
come together in an Academic Year
State finally got on the score- i
varsity work behind them while fought back under the generalship
Institute to promote the study of
board at 5:20 of the second period
classmate Bill Shustowski has one of Leaping Eric Inauen (all-star
The Hounds of the court closed
French. The French Cultural Serv
year of experience as an oarsman. berth???) and George Ridick. The another impressive season this year after Chaput completed his third
ice of Canada, as well as our fed
Four sophomore crewmen — Pete gap had dwindled to seven at 30-23 for Coach Andy Laska — the final hat trick of the year.
eral government, has expressed in
Dempsey, Bill Kemps, Paul Rich In my mind here was the turning record was an illustrious 17 wins
terest. Programs for study abroad
In the third period, B.J. Ratigan,
ards, and Rick Schultz — round point. The fact that the referees against 5 losses.
have also been considered. An As
in his last game for the Hounds,
out the veteran line-up.
left
something
to
be
desired
could
sumption program for summer
scored twice in one minute to bring
The fledgling oarsmen are dom be an understatement. At any rate,
The last regular season saw the the Assumption total to eight. State !
study in Europe has already been
inated
by
enthusiastic
freshmen,
their efforts or inefforts caused a Fail-field Stags bite the dust in our
arranged. Five A.C. undergradu
scored once more before the buz
ates, 20 graduate students, and 60 though two — junior John Am great deal of grief on both bench gym in a foul-fest, 89-83. Seniors zer. Goalie Chas. Lanzetta had his
brose
and
sophomore
Lester
Laes, not to say the fans either. At George Ridick (34 points), John
underclassmen from other colleges
easiest night of the year with only
will spend six weeks on the conti Barre — are showing equal de this point in the game, however, Driscoll (12 pts., 13 rebounds), nineteen stops.
termination
behind
Assumption
dear Mr. Benjamin called a tech and play-maker Ted Paulauskas
nent next summer. Two weeks are
left free for travel, after which the oars. The list of freshmen deserves nical on the Laska bench. Dave led the Hounds in the major upset
ord breaker Riddick and Tom Rus- i
students undergo four weeks of in mention: Jere Baldwin, Ernie Bet- Gleason hit the free-throws, took of the '67 season. The game itself
sell sparked the squad from this i
tez,
Paul
Choquette,
Junior
Dapossession
of
the
ball
at
mid-court,
was almost a repeat of the Cross
tensive study at the Alliance Franbrowski,
Jim
Docker,
Tommy
Giland lo and behold, the Knights of game in that the play was fierce, point as the Hounds pulled slowly
caise, which is fast becoming the
man,
Paul
Goodney,
Wayne
Kelly,
the Woods scored three straight fast, and furious. With 5 minutes away to win by 6 — 89-83.
prestige school of Paris, second
Terry
Macy,
Dick
Marion,
Ray
hoops before the Hounds were able to play in the half, the Hounds
only to the Sorbonne.
George Ridick broke the scoring
Mazza, Gary McManus, Paul to recover. The Knights kept were on the short end, 35-25. But record set back in '46 — the
The NDEA and Guidance Insti Proulx, and Louis Roy.
haunting the dragging Hounds, and Riddick hit for 4 free throws, and Hounds hit for 50% from the floor ;
tute will be to "prepare student
Inauen (10 pts.), Driscoll, and — the victory turned out to be the
personnel workers for Junior Col
Paulauskas hit for 2 apiece around last home appearance for the three
leges" and will be conducted by the
4 Stag points to cut the lead to seniors, all of whom played 4 var
Graduate Guidance and Psychology
36-35. The Hounds continued to sity years (Ridick, Paulauskas, and
Department of Assumption in con
press the attack, and Tom O'Connor Driscoll) — Inauen has been jump- i
Sat., April 8: Clark J.V
Home 2:00 p.m.
duction with educators from Quintied the score at 43 all with 15 ing better than ever recently —;
sigamond Community College. The
Sat., April 15—American International College Away 2:30 p.m.
seconds left on the clock. But the the high scoring Fairfield freshmen
major emphasis of the program
valuable Crenshaw hit at the buz needed an overtime to beat our ag- j
Sat., April 22—Worcester Intercollegiate Regatta, Home 3.00 p.m.
will be "the changing demands
zer to give the Stags the nod at gressive JV's, 108-93 — the little
Holy
Cross,
Worcester
Tech,
Clark,
Assumption
that have been brought about by
halftime, 45-43.
Hounds were paced by the greatly
Wed., April 26:—Wore. Tech and Lowell Tech .... Home 4:30 p.m.
increased technology." "Student
improved sophomore Joe Strazdes'
(Varsity and J.V.)
motivation" and student "communi
The Laska men roared back in 29 points (18.7 ave) and frosh
ty life" will also be major themes.
Sat., April 29—Stonybrook and Adelphi Suffolk Away 3:00 p.m.
the second half to a quick 65-55 Rick O'Brien's 26 points (18.7 ave) I
The Institute will represent a
edge. The Stags again moved, be — future varsity timber? Let's
Sat., May 6—Rusty Callow Memorial Regatta .... Home 2:00 p.m.
wide geographical area. Its extrahind the red hot shooting of Bill hope so. Strazdes' field goal pet.
(Varsity, J.V., and Freshmen)
classroom work will consist of ac
Jones, to close the lead to 2 points, is an amazing .438, hustle pet,
tual counseling chores.
69-67; but it wasn't enough. Rec- 1.000.
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Greyhounds
Score Upset;
Run Down
Stags, 89-83
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